Global Markets Program
Professional Series

About Market Trader
Academy
About Market Trader Academy Market Trader Academy is a New York based educational institute that is registered with and accredited by the International Accreditation Organization (IAO) and the American Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE). Furthermore, Market Trader Academy is a member of the
US Chamber of Commerce.
The Global Markets Program Professional Series is designed to educate participants
on the world’s largest and most active international financial markets. The program
explores how these markets work and why they are so heavily traded.
The focus of the series is to train attendees to recognize and exploit advantages in
the global markets by learning to invest and trade successfully in each market. In
addition, attendees will learn how to use their market knowledge to mitigate the
risks to conventional business that can arise from global economic developments.
The Professional Series provides participants with a higher level of analytical skills
based on fundamental and technical analysis as well as practical trading and risk
management strategies.

Accerditation & Registration

Course Content
The Course consists of the following workshops:
1. Investing in Precious Metals
2. Introduction to the Forex Market
3. Introduction to Technical Analysis
4. Introduction to Commodity Trading
5. Basics of Options Trading
6. Fundamentals of Stock Trading
7. GCC Stock Markets
8. Overview of Global Financial Markets
9. Fixed income (bonds) and money markets
10. Risk management and trading strategies

Precious Metals
Markets
Gold Prices have risen by over 430% since the year 2000, when the price of a single
ounce stood at US $278.00. The rise of silver has been even more meteoric, increasing by more than 500% in the same
period. What are the main factors contributing to such phenomenal appreciation?
How high will gold and other precious metals rise? And how will the actions of central banks, who have recently become net buyer of gold for the first time in over 30
years, affect price?
The “Introduction to Precious Metals” workshop will provide a deep understanding
of the precious metals market and discuss various ways to invest in it. We will explore
the history of gold and silver and learn how these metals have come to play such
a pivotal role in our lives. We will track the journey of gold through the past 100
years in order to understand how it has shaped our global economic and political landscape. Practical consideration will be given to the different types of gold
investments available and the advantages and disadvantages of each. Special
attention will be given to the buying trends of the world’s major gold consuming
markets, with an eye toward analyzing how these trends will influence the price of
gold for years to come. We will also cover recent changes in the factors affecting
the price of precious metals, such as the increasing use of silver in catalytic convertors and the use of gold as an inflation hedge.
The object of the workshop is to deliver a comprehensive overview of the precious
metals market and to provide students with the tools necessary to explore investment opportunities in this lucrative sector.

Introduction to
the Forex (FX) Market
The foreign exchange market is the largest financial market in the world. According to the last tri-annual report issued by the Bank of International Settlement, daily
trading volume in the FX market has reached a staggering $5.3 trillion (USD).
This portion of the Professional Series features an in depth discussion of the foreign
exchange market with an emphasis on the opportunities and risks present. Topics
covered include:
- A History of the Foreign Exchange Market
- The Major Participants and Influencers of the Market
- Advantages of the Forex Market
- Types of Forex Brokers
- The Nuts and Bolts of Forex Trading.
- A Review of Factors that Affect the Global Currencies
- Characteristics of the Major Currencies
- Specific Strategies for Specific Currency Pairs
- Hedging Currency Volatility
- Managing Currency Reserves

Technical Analysis of
Financial Markets
Chart reading and analysis have long been considered some of the most reliable
methods for forecasting market trends. As such, mastery of these skills is of critical
importance. This workshop explains what technical analysis is, how it works, and
why so many traders use it. Topics covered include:
- The Logic Behind Technical Analysis
- Types of Charts
- Support and Resistance
- Trend lines and Channels
- Consolidation Formations
- Candlestick patterns
- Forecasting Trends
- Categories of Market Indicators
- A review of the Top 5 Indicators
The object is to teach participants how to read price charts and use technical
analysis to uncover profitable trading opportunities in any market. With proper
guidance, attendees will master the techniques used by the most successful
technical analysts in the industry today.

Commodities
Market
Much of what we use and consume on a daily basis is affected directly by what
happens in the global commodities markets. The prices for everything from the fabrics our clothes are made of, to the staple foods we purchase, are set in these international markets. This workshop will cover the following important topics:
- A Brief History of Commodities Markets
- The Function of a Commodity Market
- Hedging vs. Speculating
- Exchange Based vs. Over-the-Counter Trading
- Fundamentals of the 4 Major Groups of Commodities (Agriculture, Energy,
Metals, Financial Futures)
- Profiles of Renowned Commodity Traders
The legendary commodity trader, Jim Rogers once said, “to be a truly great investor
is to know something about commodities.” This workshop aims to accomplish exactly that - to give attendees a comprehensive understanding of how commodity
trading works and provide the tools necessary to exploit the available investment
opportunities.

Introduction to Options
Options are widely regarded as the tool of the sophisticated investor. They can
be applied to all major financial markets and offer an excellent opportunity to
maximize profits while safely capping losses. Knowing how to use options properly, opens the door to a variety of cutting edge trading strategies that can help
you reach your trading and investment goals.
This workshop will cover:
- The Basics of Options Trading
- The Mechanics of Calls and Puts
- Locating and Interpreting Options Quote Tables
- Single and Multi-Legged Options Strategies
- Hedging with Options
- Profit Analysis Charts and Visualizing Real Risk
- Generating Short Term Income with the Short Call
The objective of this workshop is to teach participants how to incorporate these
new tools into their current trading habits. Students will learn how options based
strategies can be used to maximize profit or mitigate risk in the financial market
of their choosing.

GCC and Global
Stock Markets
Most countries around the world have a domestic stock exchange and many people are familiar with the term “stock market”. However, despite widespread fascination, the vast majority of people have never traded international stocks. More often
than not, individuals sit on the sidelines failing to capitalize on stock opportunities
simply because they do not understand the market.
The “Fundamentals of Stock Trading” workshop is an excellent launching pad, both
for individuals interested in entering the stock market for the first time, and those
already trading stocks who seek to improve their understanding of the GCC and
global market.
This session covers the following topics:
- What is a Stock Market? Who are the Main Participants?
- Classifications of Stocks
- Market Sectors
- Major Regions of the World
- Fundamental Analysis of Stocks
- Overview of Past Market Crashes
- Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
The object of this workshop is to provide attendees with a foundation in stock market mechanics that will prepare them to make sound investment decisions based
on reasoned analysis of fundamental data for firms and market sectors.

Fixed income (bonds)
and money markets
Governments, banks, and corporations access the bond and money markets
either as creditors or debtors. This is the market that provides the financial fuel
for much of the world’s capital intensive activity to occur. It facilitates business
operations for corporations looking to expand and makes building a bridge or a
highway possible for governments.
This workshop will cover the following topics:
-

Fundamentals of the Bond Markets
Classification of Bonds
Most Traded Government Bonds
Interest Rate and Yield
Credit Ratings and Why They Matter
Islamic Sukuk
Repo Operations
Bond vs. Other Markets

Risk Management and
Trading Strategies
Risk management is the single most important differentiating factor between sound
investment strategy and careless gambling. In the absence of conscious money
management policies, it is easy for a trader or investor to allow emotions to overtake logical reasoning.
Irrespective of what market one chooses to invest in, or which form of analysis one
prefers, all actions in the global markets should be covered with a sound set of risk
management policies.
This workshop will discuss the following topics:
- Understanding the Money Management Process
- Risk, Reward, and Total Ruin
- Portfolio Diversification
- Management of Open Positions
- Allocation of Capital and Controlling Market Exposure
- Deployment of Mechanical Systems
- Investment Strategies: Income vs. Appreciation

Live Simulated Trading
of Global Markets
A fundamental tenet of the Market Trader Academy’s educational approach is
that practical experience must be a part of the learning process. A proper understanding of the global markets can only be attained when market theory is put
into practice in a real trading environment.
To that end, Market Trader Academy has incorporated live trading practice in all
of its courses.
The live simulated trading portion of the Global Markets Program is designed to
allow participants to experience what it feels like to analyze and evaluate market
conditions in real time, using the knowledge and skills gained through the course.
Participants will place trades in the market and manage those trades from open
to close developing both technical and emotional nuance. Simulated trading is
the best method to gain a deeper understanding of trading and investing in the
global markets.

Meet Our Trainers
Brian Dolan,
Bestselling author of “Currency
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Managing Director, MTA
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frequent guest speaker in industry conferences and events around
the world as well as a frequent guest in many global and regional
media outlets including CNBC, Dubai TV, Al Hurra, and Al Arabia TV.
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Market and Millionaire Traders: How Everyday People Beat Wall Street
at its Own Game, both of which are published by Wiley.

Mr. Shaun Overton,
Trading Systems Expert

Shaun Overton is one of the most sought after trading strategy programmers in the world today. He started in the forex industry in 2005
working as a broker at FXCM (NYSE: FXCM). He led the sales effort for
an automated trading fund, which led to his interest in automated
trading. In 2007 he founded his own algorithmic programming firm
after observing a strong customer demand for assistance programming their own trading ideas. Shaun programs in C# and MQL, but
primarily acts as
the company project manager. Shaun conducts the “Trading Strategy and Algo Development” course for MTA.

Bestselling Author
Ms. Kathy Lien
Bestselling author of “Day Trading the Currency
Market” and “Day Trading and Swing Trading
the Currency Market”

Ms. Lien was chief currency strategist at Daily FX and FX360. She is an internationally published author and forex professional with nearly a decade of experience
using technical and fundamental analysis to trade spot forex and options. She
has worked for JP Morgan Chase’s cross markets and foreign exchange trading
groups, and she is frequently quoted on CNBC, Bloomberg, Fox Business News
and Reuters.

Market Trader Academy
Training Facilities
Market Trader Academy has state of the art training facilities in both its New York
headquarters and Dubai office. Course attendees will find a perfect atmosphere
for learning and practicing live trading with their mentors.

Financial Crisis Tour
in New York
As part of the “Global Markets Program” Professional and Executive Series, participants
will be taken on a tour of Wall Street and New York City’s most renowned financial landmarks. The tour is designed to give participants an opportunity to visit a number of sites
that few have ever or will ever see, that make New York the financial capital of the world.
Garnering glowing recommendations from both the BBC and The New York Times, the
tour includes the following highlights:
- Inside visit to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
- Entering the gold vault at the Federal Reserve
- A Visit to the World Financial Center, Ground Zero
- A guided walk down Wall Street with a street veteran
- A walk by Goldman Sachs, Standard and Poor’s, and the AIG buildings
- Time Square, NASDAQ, and the New York Stock Exchange buildings
- Visit to a brokerage firm trading floor to witness the trading action live
- Learn about the most significant event since the Great Depression
- Visit movie sets done on or about Wall Street

Certified Banker Division
About
CertifiedBanker.org is the banking education and training division of Market Trader Academy USA . MTA has teamed up with global industry leaders in banking
and bankers’ education to formulate cutting edge course content that provides
a deep understanding of the banking industry direction and latest trends. Certified Banker offers over 400 courses designed to provide actionable ideas and
practical skills that help today’s bankers tackle new challenges and approach
tasks with intelligence and innovation.
CertifiedBanker.org offers a number of accredited banking certificates that cover
a wide spectrum of specialties within the banking industry. A certified Banker provides his or her employer, colleagues, and clients with the assurance that they
are at an advanced level of competency and knowledge of the ever changing
and evolving banking profession. For a banker, a professional banking certificate
strengthens one’s current career paths and opens countless other opportunities.
Learn more about the Banking Certificates Program by visiting certifiedbanker.org

Professional Corporate
Communication Certificate
- Communication & Presentation Skills
- Telephone Techniques
- Communicating at Work
- Communicating Negative Messages
- Business Writing: Reports and Proposals
- Business Writing: Preparation
- Business Writing: Being Effective
- Enhancing Your Speaking Skills
- Communicating Interpersonally
- Communicating Non Verbally
- Report Organization and Presentation
- Communicating Persuasively
- Communicating Proactively
- Communicating Reactively
- Business Writing: Letters and E-mails
- Communication Basics
- Presentation Skills
- Email Etiquette
- Writing Effective E-Mails

Professional Bank Manager
Certificate
- Board of Directors: An Introduction
- Board of Directors: General Direction and Control
- Board of Directors: Ensuring Safety and Soundness
- Board of Directors: Practicing Impartial Administration

- Reg LL: Regulations Governing Savings and Loan
Holding Companies
- Reg MM: Regulations Governing Savings and Loan Holding
Companies in Mutual Form

- Board of Directors: Basic Finance and Accounting Practices

- Reg N: Relations with Foreign Banks and Bankers

- Board of Directors: Regulatory Overview for Directors

- Reg O: An Overview

- BSA: Management’s Perspective

- Reg O: Avoid Violations

- Change Management

- Reg O: How to Comply

- Change Management – Coping with Change

- Reg U: In Detail

- Change Management – Managing Change

- Reg W: An Overview

- Disaster Recovery

- Reg X: Borrowers of Securities Credit

- Diversity: Valuing Differences

- Reg Y: Bank Holding Companies and Change in

- Ethics: Policy and Personal Judgment for Managers

Bank Control

- Records Retention Requirements for Banks

- Sexual Harassment: Definition and Prevention

- Reg II: How Interchange Fees Affect Your Institution

- Vendor Management

- Reg L: Management Official Interlocks

- Workplace Violence: Warning Signs and Prevention
- Writing Skills for Bankers

Bank Operations and
Financial Analysis Certificate
-

Cash Flow Analysis: Constructing the Cash Flow Statement

-

Cash Flow Analysis: Interpreting the Cash Flow Statement

-

Cash Flow Analysis: Introduction and Accounting Review

-

Financial Accounting: GAAP and Asset Recognition

-

Financial Accounting: GAAP, Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

-

Financial Accounting: The Basic Financial Statements

-

Financial Accounting: Understanding the Accounting Cycle

-

Lending: Analyzing Personal Financial Statements

-

Lending: Analyzing Personal Tax Returns

-

Reg K: International Banking Operations

-

Credit Cards: Disclosure Requirements

-

Credit Cards: Regulations and Liabilities

-

Decedent Accounts

-

Deposit Account Fundamentals

-

Safe Deposit Boxes: Daily Routines

-

Safe Deposit Boxes: Opening Procedures

-

Balancing Daily Transactions

-

Check Fraud Prevention

-

Introduction to Checks

Professional Bank Teller
Certificate
- Credit Cards: Disclosure Requirements

- Teller Success: Money Handling

- Credit Cards: Regulations and Liabilities

- Teller Success: Negotiable Instruments

- Decedent Accounts

- Tellers: Cross-Selling… A Customer Service Skill

- Deposit Account Fundamentals
- Safe Deposit Boxes: Daily Routines
- Safe Deposit Boxes: Opening Procedures
- Balancing Daily Transactions
- Check Fraud Prevention
- Ethics: Policy and Personal Judgment for Tellers
- Introduction to Checks
- Teller Operations: Endorsements
- Teller Operations: Identification
- Teller Orientation: Regs and Disclosures
- Teller Orientation: Regs and Liability Prevention
- Teller Orientation: Regulatory Signage
- Teller Success: Customer Priority
- Teller Success: Money Handling
- Teller Success: Negotiable Instruments
- Tellers: Cross-Selling… A Customer Service Skill

Sales Professional
Certificate
- Building a Foundation for Successful Sales
- Cross Selling: Successful Customer Relations
- Customer Service: Telephone Excellence
- Ethics: Policy and Personal Judgment for Customer Service
- Handling Challenging Situations
- Key Essentials of Customer Service
- Sales: Asking for the Business
- Telephone Techniques for Customer Interactions
- The Key Essentials of Advanced Selling: A Coaching and Training Tool
- The Key Essentials to Selling

Professional Compliance
Officer Certificate
• Banking: Organization and Regulation

• Preventing Identity Theft

• Banking: Products and Services

• Privacy Compliance: Protecting Consumer Financial

• Banking: An Introduction

Information

• Bank Security: An Overview

• Retail Banking Basics

• Bank Security: Safety Procedures

• Robbery Training

• Business Banking Solutions

• Robbery: Before, During and After

• Cybercrime Essentials for Financial Institutions

• SAR: Be on Guard

• Data and Records Retention Essentials for

• SAR: Essentials for Operations

Financial Institutions

• SAR: Lender Awareness

• Defense Against Social Engineering: Impersonation

• SAR: Management’s Involvement

• Defense Against Social Engineering: Phishing

• SAR: Tellers on the Alert

• Defense Against Social Engineering: Pretexting

• Social Engineering Essentials for Financial Institutions

• Email Security for Financial Institutions

• Social Media Security for Financial Institutions

• Hot Topics: Dodd-Frank Update

• UDAAP: An Overview

• Identity Theft: Minimize the Risk

• UDAAP: Compliance Management Challenges

• Identity Theft Red Flags: Duties of Financial Institutions

• UDAAP: Regulation Between the Cracks

and Creditors
• Internet Security Essentials for Financial Instituions
• Marketing: Understanding the Regulations
• New Hire: Game Show!
• Online Threat Defense for Financial Institutions
• Password Security for Financial Institutions

• Understanding OFAC
• Understanding Privacy: The Essentials
• USA PATRIOT Act
• USA PATRIOT Act: The Financial Perspective

Leadership and Management
Professional Certificate
- Management and Team Building

- Being A Successful Supervisor

- Conflict Management

- Valuing Diversity

- Delegation

- Work Process Basics

- Meeting Effectiveness

- Introduction to Leadership

- Strategies for Meeting Goals

- Personal Leadership

- Quality Management Refresher

- The Vision of Leadership

- Developing A Strong Leadership Team

- Leading Your Resources

- Sales: Team Effectiveness

- Empowering Your People

- Acting Effectively on a Team

- Project Management: Getting Ready

- Communicating as a Team

- Project Management: The Basics

- Running Effective Meetings

- Project Management: Goals and Stakeholders

- Running Effective Teams

- Project Management

- Team Problem Solving

- Change Management – Coping with Change

- Problem Solving in the Workplace

- Change Management – Managing Change

- Problem Solving: The 5 Steps
- Developing Diverse Teams
- Using Leadership Basics
- Delivering Effective Feedback

Customer Relationship
Manager Certificate
- Customer Support

- Communication Basics

- Customer Support Online

- Presentation Skills

- Customer Loyalty Improvement

- Email Etiquette

- Developing Strong Customer Relationships

- Writing Effective E-Mails

- Handling Difficult Customers
- Helping and Keeping Clients
- Providing Service Excellence
- Practice Active Listening
- Communication Styles
- We Have What They Need
- Only A Minute?
- More Time to Focus
- Meeting Customer Needs with Teamwork
- Exceeding Customer Expectations

Human Resources
Professional Certificate
- Skills for Interviewing

- Employee Disciplining

- Doing Performance Reviews

- Ergonomics Overview for the Office

- Establishing Performance Goals

- Ergonomics for the Office

and Expectations

- Understanding Contracts and Their Use

- Employee Motivation

- Handling Violence in the Workplace

- Overview of 360 Degree Feedback

- Reaching Personal Goals

- Mentoring for Improved Performance

- Time Management

- Developing Brand You

- Individual Goals and Challenges

- Job Candidate Interviewing

- Individual Goal Contract

- Employee Performance Recognition

- Individual Goal Setting

- Effective Performance Feedback

- Individual Listening Skills

- Selecting Top Talent

- Individual Priority Management

- Implementation of 360 Degree Feedback

- Individual Anger Management

- Performance Appraisal Basics

- Individual Goal Personalization

- Negotiating and Starting Right

- Individual Productivity

- Employee Time Management

Enhancement

- Employment Ethics and Compliance Topics

- Managing Work and Family

- Effective Approaches to Employee Discipline

- Developing Your Career Path

- Litigation and Dispute Resolution

- Individual Leadership Power

- Employee Discipline

- Identifying and Avoiding Burnout

- Ethics for Managers
- Employee Ethics
- Discharging an Employee

Microsoft Office 2007
Certificate
- Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 Level 1
- Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 Level 2
- Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 Level 1
- Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 Level 2
- Microsoft Office Word 2007 Level 1
- Microsoft Office Word 2007 Level 2
- Microsoft Office Excel 2007 Level 1
- Microsoft Office Excel 2007 Level 2

Institutional
Training
The institutional Training Program is designed to help banks satisfy employee professional development and regulatory compliance
training requirements. More than 1,500 banks, credit unions, and federal regulatory agencies leverage the banking learning & development courseware to effectively develop employees.
The courses provide training specific to the job functions and roles in every bank, including; Board of Directors, tellers, marketers, executives, HR and others. Courses are delivered via the CertifiedBanker Learning Management System, which simplifies training administration and reporting with automation while offering enhanced functionality for system and course customization and management
of instructor-led training. In addition, bank employees enjoy an intuitive experience that helps them learn, retain, and apply training
on the job. Institutions and managers can manage and conduct training by department, division, rank, and specialty. The institutional
training program includes the following:
- All About Office 2007
- Customer Relationship Management
- Residential and Mortgage Lending
- Personal Banker Program
- Operations and Financial Skills
- Consumer Credit Lending
- Sales & Teller Program
- Manager & Directors Program
- Human Resources Program
- Business Management & Communications
- Compliance Program

Professional Banker Development
Courses
This is a membership program for individual professionals who are looking to pick
and choose from the list of over 400 courses for their own professional and career
development.
Each membership level provides the trainee with access to a number of courses. A certificate of completion will be issued upon the completion of each course. For more information on the packages or for a list of the 400 courses, please visit www.certifiedbanker.org

Our clients

Our offices

In New York, Wall Street

In Dubai, Ibn Batuta Gate

Accredited Certificates
Accerditation &
Registration
Each attendee will receive an accredited certificate of completion
from Market Trader Academy USA

www.markettraderacademy.com

www.markettraderacademy.com

New York

Dubai

